case study

Nicholas Coppin

Interview with Penny Coppin (CEO)

“She has gone
above and beyond!”

What does Nicholas Coppin do?
We are a construction company based in West Sussex. My late husband started the
company 27 years ago as a small carpentry business and it has significantly grown over
the years. We work on residential new builds and renovations, custom designed smaller
schemes and joinery projects. We have between 3-4 sites running at a time and we
employ 11 people in all.

What prompted you to take on an FD Centre Finance Director?
Last February my husband passed away and we had a choice whether we fold the
business or we try to carry on. The two people who were in charge while my husband
was ill decided to also leave the business very promptly after. So, we were left in a very
difficult situation. My son, Thomas Coppin, came from a PR background in London and I
didn’t have much involvement in the company before. Therefore, I thought to myself, in
order to make this business profitable we have to be more efficient financially! So initially
I started looking around and approached some accountants, however when I looked
online I saw The FD Centre. I thought this would suit us very well.

Why did you choose The FD Centre?
It sounded a very novel idea and I thought we wouldn’t need somebody permanently
as we couldn’t afford another member of staff full time. Also, none of us had the time or
experience to do it. The idea of someone coming in, investigating what we needed and
coming up with a solution seemed like the obvious answer to our problems.

Book yourself in for a
complimentary 30 minute
finance breakthrough
session
Choose from one of the following topics
and email us at info@thefdcentre.co.uk with
your chosen topic in the subject line and
suggest a time you’d like to talk:
Exit Planning
Cash Flow Management
Funding
Profit Improvement
Reporting
Getting the most from your bank
Or call us on 0800 169 1499

For more information email: info@thefdcentre.co.uk or call us on 0800 169 1499
There’s a reason we’re the Number 1 provider of part-time FDs

How has your FD Centre FD benefited your
business?
Hugely. Zara has really held our hand through all the things
we should have done previously and has made it professional.
She has set up monthly meetings, so we are now answerable
to our board of execs. She took the minutes and helped us
across a large area of our business including cash flow. She
was really passionate about our business, which was great
to see. She looked through a lot of historical information and
pinpointed the gaps where we were not making money and
she analysed what was needed and discussed it with Thomas.
She has gone above and beyond!

How has having an FD Centre FD affected your
confidence in the future of the business?

What benefits did you see in taking on a
part-time FD over a full-time resource?
I felt that once we knew the basics and how to run the business,
Thomas who is financially savvy anyway might be able to learn the
ropes from the part time FD. So, in the future he can take on this
role. My late husband created a great reputation and profitable
business around 2006 - 2010, but it failed to grow when the
building trade became more competitive in the West Sussex area.
So, for Thomas, this company is his future career so it is essential he
makes it profitable.

Which areas were you most looking for support
within your finance function?
Cash flow was a big problem, exacerbated by my late husband’s
illness. We left it in the hands of other people to run, so we had to
look quite far back to see historically where the problems were.
The principal issue was that money was going out but no
profit was coming in.

Zara has shown us that the construction business can
be profitable if we manage it properly. She has instilled
confidence in Thomas, who at the beginning was taking on
the business from his father. Zara has talked him through the
finances and how to simply make the business more efficient.
It has taken the pressure off him, and given him time to get on
with the things he needs to do.

As a client of the FD Centre what advice would
you give to businesses thinking of taking on
a part-time FD?
If you are in a similar situation to us where you feel like you are
slightly at sea financially and you know there is a basis to work
from, but you just need somebody with that prowess and
professionalism to steer you in the right direction then The FD
Centre are ideal! Zara comes in once a month and helps us in
the office and comes to our board meetings. You always feel
that she is there in the background ready when you need her,
but at the same time she has given us the confidence to go on
and run things ourselves.

What was it specifically attractive about
your FD’s skill set?
We met the Regional Director, Nick Heane, initially, he came to
see us and listened to what we needed. He could see we were
a passionate family about the business and we wanted to keep
it going. Nick said one of his FD’s, Zara, had experience in the
construction sector so she would be ideal. I think Nick felt that the
size of the business meant myself and Thomas would get on with
Zara. She is a family person and both Thomas and Zara are young
and enthusiastic.
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